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SHOW ORDER

Abbe Road A Cappella Choir
Michael Jackson Medley
Originally Performed by Sam Tsui,
Arr. Kurt Schneider

Soloists: Grant Measures, Suzi Bloom, Nick Meyer, Judy Tanner,
Emily McCrite, Sara Gossom, Kyle Green, Antonia Vivino

Allacantare Vocal Ensemble
Maroon 5 in Concert Medley
Words and Music by Adam Levine and Jesse Carmichael
Arr. Ryan James
Beautiful Day Lyrics by Bono Music by U2, Arr. Mac Huff

Soloist: Isabel Guevara and Katie DeCamp

Advanced Women’s Choir
If I Die Young Words and Music by Kimberly Perry
Recorded by The Band Perry
Arr. Ben Bram

Soloist: Sara Gossom

Abbe Road A Cappella Choir
Take On Me As Performed by Aha
Arr. Jonathan Sparks

Soloist: James Van Houten

Duet
Sledgehammer as performed by Fifth Harmony
by Jonas Jeberg, Meghan Trainor and Sean Douglas
Judy Tanner and Danielle Williamson

Musettes Women’s Choir
Safe & Sound Words and Music by: Taylor Swift, T-Bone Burnett,
John Paul White, and Joy Williams
Arr. Mark Brymer
SHOW ORDER CONT.

**Musettes and Advanced Women’s Choir**  
*Viva La Diva! Original GLEE Arrangements*  
*By Adam Anders and Tim Davis,*  
*Adapted for Publication by Mark Brymer*

**Advanced Women’s Choir**  
*Dark Horse by Katy Perry*  
*Arr. Wright*  
**Soloist:** Alexandra Nicholas

**Solo**  
*As Long As You Love Me by Justin Bieber*  
Tessa Nilson

**Sing-Co-Pation Show Choir**  
*Thriller Words and Music by Rod Temperton*  
*Arr. Mark Brymer*  
**Soloist:** Shannon Leyba
CAST

**VOCAL ENSEMBLE**

Sydney Abdelmessih  Myx Gasa  Marie Pablo
Alysson Alberto    Alexandra George  Kimberly Pauls
Caroline Alfred    Paris Gillinger  Zainab Payind
Nicole Bakman      Katie Guadagno  Lillie Plaza
Lexi Bieniek       Isabel Guevara  Patrick Ramos
Nicolle Brower     April Hedge    Jack Reed
Camryn Carbine     Lauren Hernandez  Esmeralda Ruelas
Paige Chumley      Leslie Hernandez  Gisela Franco
Zakary Cullen      Nicholas Johnson  Jack Slotnick
Katie DeCamp       Ben Jones      Sara Steiner
Kat DeVere         Colin Jones    Kate Stellmacher
Liliana Felix      Afton McCormak  Susana Suffolk
Alicia Figueras    Madison Mentzer  Isabella Torres
Cody Frisk         Nicolas Mintzer  James Van Houten
Kai Galvan         Alyssa Morales  Laura Villalba
Samantha Garibay   Shaun Nestor

**ADVANCED WOMEN’S CHOIR**

Dionne Alvarado    Delaney Jones  Zanny Nicholas
Madison Bellamy    Janice Junek    Savannah Ozak
Marjolaine Bernstein Grace Kasemeier  Kimberly Pauls
Nicolle Brower     Cami Lippert    Leah Robin
Madeleine Cassady  Rae Marcos      Abigail Shanks
Samantha Chimarusti Sabrina May     Kathleen Soto Gisler
Kat DeVere         Kimberly Maynard Emily Swanson
Lauren Freyling    Kira McFarlane   Olivia Vargas
Sara Gossom        Tori McLaughlin  Caitlin Vitancol
Katie Guadagno     Sadie Meyer     
Ben Jones           Taylor Moreno   

CAST CONT.

SHOW CHOIR

Julia Augusta-Kelly
Nicole Bakman
Marjolaine Bernstein
Emily Caal
Georgia Caines
Jessica Cornel
Jordyn Cruz
Katie DeCamp
Heather Diem
Katie Dizon
Maya Efrat
Alexandria Evans
Abi Franks
Alexandria George
Paige Glickman
Emma Gonzales
Danielle Goudreau
Kyle Green
Andrea Guevara
Felicity Gutierrez
Kayla Hamburg
Kayla Hoffman
Michelle Holland
Jordan Jackson
Miccali Jackson
Julene Jessel
Alyssa Kaplan
Andrzej Krassner-Cybulski
Kylie Lafrenais
Rebecca Lang
Graland Lapp
Shannon Leyba
Samantha Longtin
Amanda Marks
Benny Martinez
Grant Measures
Savannah Ozak
Grace Phenicie
Rebecca Radvinsky
MacKenzie Rickaby
Leah Robin
Madeline Rowe
Margot Rowe
Hannah Rumble
Natasha Schlaffer
Christopher Smith
Cassandra Staples
Judy Tanner
Hannah Thacker
Amber Urban
Danielle Williamson

ABBE ROAD A CAPPELLA

Nicholas Amato
Suzi Bloom
Eric Bui
Sara Gossom
Kyle Green
Julene Jessel
Matt Latta
Benny Martinez
Emily Mccrite
Grant Measures
Nicholas Meyer
Jose Palacios
Haley Perkins
Judy Tanner
James Van Houten
Antonia Vivino
CAST CONT.

WOMEN’S CHOIR

Leslie Aguilar  Paris Gillinger  Ruth Regi
Elise Barnathan Isabella Jackson  Heather Rhodes
Juliana Bellamy Naomi Jackson  Emily Rummel
Nicolle Brower Julene Jessel  Liliana Sanchez
Samantha Brown Nicole Jones  Sophia Santitoro
Emily Chung Meghan Kolarik  Jessica Smith
Shira Cohen-Sitt Anne Kroll  Trupti Sriram
Emely Cortez Megan Langley  Riley Stevens
Nicole Corvi Shrija Malla  Jena Storry
Kat Devere Riley McDonough  Michelle Torres
Katelynne Eber Ashley Monroe  Ashley Ward
Natalia Enriquez Samantha Munguia  Kaitlyn Barton
Silvia Espinosa Helen Munoz  Stephanie Zuniga
Emma Flores Theresa Nilson
Jessica Foote Leane Phan

Special Thanks

SSHS Administration  Meredith DeVere
SSHS Faculty  Tresa Jackson
SSHS Staff  Laurie Hoffman
Boosters  Ranjit Gill
Laurie & Jim Harrison  Matthew and Ezra Abbe
Cassidy Douglas, Graphic Design ROP  Judith S. Pahnke
It’s a New Day Prod.  The Pahnke
Parent Volunteers  & Abbe Families

Are you interested in becoming a sponsor of
SSHS Performing Arts?
See more information on the Fundraising Page of the choir
website www.santasusanachoir.org
Hong Photography
805.416.3993 patrick@hongphotography.com

Weddings, portraits, events
10% off when you mention this ad!
Contact us for details. Code SSH5Choir

FIRE ISLAND GRILL

With this ad - Buy One Fire Island Bowl and get another one FREE with the Purchase of 2 drinks.
1230 Madera Rd Simi Valley, Ca 805-581-1999

Jimmy Sill - Owner Operator Fire Island Grill
“We serve amazing Island-Inspired fresh food that offers a quick escape to the tropics.”
[805] 584-1194

Robert D. Bankhardt, DDS & Associates
2720 Cochran, Suite 2-B, Simi Valley
www.simi4smiles.com

Gentle Dental Care
FAMILY, COSMETIC AND IMPLANT DENTISTRY

2 locations to serve you!

Dancer’s Wearhouse
2808 Cochran St.
Simi Valley
(805) 578-4622
DancersWearhouseSimi.com

Pas De Deux
5853 Kanan Rd.
Agoura Hills
(818) 707-1425
PasDeDeuxDanceWear.com

LEARN HOW TO DRIVE!
We Make Driving Fun and Easy!
Online Driver Education @ www.Safeway4teens.com

Free Home or School Pick-up & Drop Off
• Cars Available For DMV Road Test
  Insured, Bonded, Dual Controlled Cars

Safeway Driving School
Simi Valley
1999 First St
Corner of L.A. Ave. & First St. Next to Conroys Flowers
805.522.5646
Nestled in the foothills of the Santa Monica Mountains, Saddle Peak Lodge is LA’s most iconic fine dining & private event destination. Its critically-acclaimed New American menu is most notable for its emphasis on exotic wild game. Coupled with the Lodge’s award-winning service, rustic yet elegant ambiance, and rich history, Saddle Peak Lodge is just minutes away, but worlds apart.
Great Photography for Families & Events
Let Luminary Photo create unique photographs for all your photographic needs.

Dave Alton
davealton@luminaryphoto.com
805-587-7611
LUMINARYPHOTO.COM
STAGE YOUR FUTURE at AMDA

Early Action Auditions

For high school seniors and juniors
Los Angeles Auditions Oct. 3 & Nov. 1
866.674.0979  amda.edu